Death Pact

After an enjoyable day at the races an
elderly couple are attacked by two thugs.
They are thrust against a wall, the terrified
victims are assaulted and their property is
being stolen. Suddenly a hand takes hold
of one of attackers who is unceremoniously
struck and then in an instant the other
attacker likewise. Both thugs are instantly
lying unconscious, the young man who
saved the day says nothing, but simply
walks away to cheers from the multitude
that gathered. A year later on the Island of
Madeira the old man who had been the
victim in the attack is sitting sipping his
beer, around the swimming pool of a very
nice hotel. A young man arrives and sits at
the next bed, he too is about to enjoy a
drink, but of fruit juice. After a moment
the new comer is disturbed when the old
man speaks. He now recognises this young
man as the one who rescued him and his
wife from the clutches of the robbers. The
two men commence a conversation when a
nurse arrives with her patient in a
wheelchair. When they have gone the old
man relates that his wife never recovered
from the attack upon them and now
requires constant care. He continues that
back in the United Kingdom he is a high
court judge. He now speaks of his
dissatisfaction with his profession, the
weak punishments for criminals, and the
lack of consideration for victims. The
young man responds by relating a story
which enthrals the judge.
A serving
soldier and a member of the Special Forces
he was about to be made redundant. A
man with a long military record and
amongst his skills is that of a sniper.
Arriving home one day Morris finds the
police at his house. He learns that two
youths have been in the process of stealing
their expensive cars. Unfortunately Beryl
Morris returns with their baby as the
youths make their getaway, the cars strike
mother and baby who are both killed. The
thieves merely get charged with causing
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death by dangerous driving and attempted
theft. They are soon released and thus
continue with their reign of terror. They
receive their just deserts when two wheels
of the car they are racing around in,
suddenly come off. The car crashes and
then explodes, they are both killed. Two
very sad stories indeed as the new
acquaintances part for the day. The judge
and the young man make a pact to
administer real justice. They will invoke
the death penalty on those who have
committed heinous crimes but the state
fails to punish.
The judge passes details
of the crimes to an executioner who will
mete out real justice. He responds with the
message, The executioner will travel.
Will this unusual duo get away with it? A
novel, suspense and a thriller with a
surprising ending. This book recently
updated contains local dialect and slang to
add realism, this should not be confused
with grammatical errors.
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